
Shadow 1501 

Chapter 1501  A Sword of War 

The world finally sees the terrifying prowess of the Berserker army 

They fight even if they lose their limbs and some even fight even after losing their heads. One soldier 

even uses his own head and throw it to other before kicking the enemy, took back his head and forcibly 

sew his own neck back and managed to stay alive long enough to get medical attention after the battle 

was over 

And even after all of that, that soldier manage to survive 

Some had their limbs cut off, their hand was ripped apart, their feet blasted away by explosive but even 

in this condition, the Berserkers would not stop. 

One even crawl to the enemies and bite the enemies leg. 

Whether the enemies are a robot made of metal or a beast that have thick and thorny fur, the Berserks 

would bite even if it would break their own teeth 

Amazingly enough, Freya marches toward the battlefield with five thousand Berserkers. 

After many terrifying battles, there is still five thousand Berserkers. Even those who almost died 

managed to survive. 

And they all have bathed in blood. There is golden ichor sticking to their body but this is rare. Golden 

blood is for people of the Disk Formation realm and they are not many among the enemy combatants. 

Most of them have red blood 

And that has something to do with that man on the rear of the army 

This man wears a gray dark robe and his face is covered. 

But everyone knows who he is. 

The Poison King Takashi. Unlike Sina, Takashi did not rush to the battlefield alone. 

His poison is different than Sina and his way is the way of Poison. 

 In the beginning, their path seems to be the same, which is pill making. But Sina had grown and her 

methods turns more into alchemical methods as she grows more proficient with her powers. 

And so does Takashi. 

Both Sina and Takashi are now worthy of their title 

Sina is known as the Queen of Alchemy, changing the properties of thing as simple as waving her hand 

And Takashi is the Poison King, waving his hand, a thousand poison released, and none shall escape 

However, he is also very proficient in the art of medicine. And he is the one that managed to sew back a 

head, took back the limbs and attaches it like a toy, and bring back the dead. 



Of course, as for bringing back the dead, it is more as long as there is vitality in the body of the 

Berserkers, he could bring them alive. 

A Berserker body when they stimulated their class abilities, makes their body almost immune to pain 

and raise their endurance to the peak that their body could endure and break that limit each time they 

killed and indulge in bloodlust. 

Usually when they start killing, the bloodlust could only be stopped by the Banner of Freya. 

But today, each time they fight and have injuries, Takashi would wave his sleeve, a gray mist would 

cover the entire army and sanity would come back for them with the backlash maintained to the 

minimum 

And because of that, Freya did not lose even one single Berserker this time 

Those who watched her army fight feel the trembling in their heart and they all thought the same 

It is better not to fight with such unsparing army that does not care about life and death like the 

Berserkers. 

At least, the other two armies of Pandemonium still look like humans. 

They still have fears and they still could be reasoned with and b persuaded. But once the Berserk army is 

unleashed, it is like releasing a mad dog into a person. 

On the Central part, Freya and Takashi is finishing up. 

Most of the other high-ranking members of the Crime Alliance and the Pirate sems to be fighting at 

someplace else. 

But it would not be long now before they met one of the Pirate lords or one of the high-ranking 

members of the Crime Alliance. 

But Freya after a rest, simply continue his way, an army of Berserkers behind her back and a grey dark 

cloud hovering above them 

On the Westernmost point of the island, near the shore, there is also a great battle. The pirates landed 

here and kills the soldiers stationed here with ease. 

This soldier is led by one of the Pirate Lords. This is not the pirate lords that was captured by Death 

Monarch 

This is the one that get away 

Black Tiger. 

That is his name and that is his title. Some people said he got the name because there is a tattoo of a 

black tier behind his back and some people said it is because he once rides a gigantic black tiger to 

battle.  

He is also one of the pirates and he led the Black Tiger pirates. 



When they sail the seas, dark mist follows them and it is because of this, they usually raid coastal cities 

at night where the mist would hide them even better. 

They came to the shore and they tear apart the soldiers stationed on the shore just like a tiger rushing 

into a jungle full of herbivores. 

Command even diverted some of the other army on the shore to contain him but he keeps advancing 

further and further but then someone came. 

This person is a woman and the moment she came Black Tiger attack her, pouncing on her. 

But what no one expected was that this woman drew her sword in an arc and Black Tiger was split into 

two. 

 He is dead the moment that woman swing her sword 

Her sword is not an ordinary sword. 

It is swirling with red mist, full of killing intent. Hatred, resentment, fear, anger, these emotions seem to 

be borne by this sword. 

This sword after killing Black Tiger would then break the shields of the pirates and wherever she swings 

her sword, an arch of fire, thin but sharp would follow and people would split into pieces 

She was red with blood as she were slaying living men. 

 She has solemn expression when she kills, showing that she did not like to do it yet the sword on her 

hand sems to be urging her. 

And the sword itself seems to paint an illusion, making this woman appear terrifying in the minds of her 

enemies 

When someone attacked her, her shield would fly from her back and defend her like a loyal guardian. 

This woman has long golden blonde hair 

Even when she is killing, she is elegant and calm and there is wisdom in her eyes. 

Freya attack like a madman while this woman attack is calculated from the beginning. 

When the pirates focused on her, her soldiers came and envelop the enemy and in just a few short 

minutes, they killed thousands of these pirates. It did not matter that they could fly into the sky or 

burrow into the ground 

They could not escape. 

This woman with long golden blonde hair, with a sword that bring feeling of bloodlust, and a shield that 

flew and protect her from all dangers is none other than the famous Athena 

She took the westernmost point and neutralize the threat. All over the island, the battle between good 

and evil is slowly about to pull down its curtain down. 



There is the Celestial painter Xu Cong and his wife the Heaven Flute Lihua fighting an army, Xu Cong 

paint in the sky and created beast made out of ink 

The path he walks is different than others 

He walks the path of painting and turning painting into reality 

He painted a forest and a forest appears, painted a cloud and a cloud would appear 

Flying beside him, is his wife, playing the flute, heavenly sound comes out of the flute, resonated with 

the way of the world and it brings death to the enemies, their ears would bleed and their mind 

distorted. For allies, the sound calms them down and made their mind clear 

The two fought side by side, the name of the Immortal Couple once again rang in this world and their big 

debut is not disappointing. 

A match made in heaven, Xu Cong a handsome man possessing a scholarly -like appearance, elegant and 

charming, Lihua, with her otherworldly beauty pale white flawless skin, long silky hair, feminine charms 

and wiles, like a fairy from the Moon 

On another side of the island, a woman is using seven swords to fight seven thousand people and ten 

thousand beasts 

Each sword fights a thousand people. Ten thousand beats charging and she takes it with her palms and 

fist while seven swords dancing in the sky 

She dances with her sword and her sword dance captivates the living being of the world. 

It is beautiful and fantasy-like but each time she swings that sword on her hand, even though it looks 

gentle and elegant, a sword light would fly and hundreds of head will be taken 

Seven swords fly across the sky, even stars shine in the sky and life and death determined with each 

step, a dance to determine life and death 

This woman is one of the Seven Fairy, the wife of Wang Jian, Somi the Sword Fairy. 

Chapter 1502 Love And Thunder 

Somi the Sword Fairy appear once again in the world stage 

No one knew her tricks since the Weronian war. But today, the world is reminded 

Big Dipper formation was perfected and the seven swords once again shows its sharpness to the world 

and one could only sigh at the teasing hand of fate, leaving only one out of the seven fairies. 

Ion her side, she alone overwhelms thousands of enemies. 

And as time passes, her sword become faster and faster and as long as no Disk Formation leveler come 

to stop her, it would not be long before she finishes all of this people. 

On the western side, far away from Athena, there is someone also leading an army and slaughtering the 

pirates and the Crime Alliance members 
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This man stands in the sky, his cold eyes looking at the killing with no change in expression. If Freya 

brings you undisguised terrors, then this man brings you the coldness of death. 

Whether it is his men or the enemies, when they fell there is no change in his expression. 

His method is not as unsparing like Freya but he does do whatever it takes to win. 

In the begging he was not like this. 

But the war changed him and he became a very effective general. 

This man is Jesse, one of the generals of Raymond. 

If there is anyone who wanted Death Monarch and the world power to win the most, it is probably him. 

Because he knows the deals between Raymond and Death Monarch. 

Jesse is helping Athena from the rear even though it is far away, it is true that he contained some of the 

enemy combatant that is approaching the central region. 

There are also many other battalions that was stationed in many places all over the island continent. 

Before the Fall, it is easy to know where one would appear to launch an attack. 

Whether it by sea or by air, you could guess. 

But the world after the Fall is very different. 

There are many ways to come inside a place and there are many places one could breach from. Those 

who have teleportation power could teleport right before the city gates and some even have some 

methods of displacement that ignores certain formation restriction. 

So, it is only when the pirates the dark forces attack that the people of the world power respond. 

On the southern part of the island continent, a group of pirates is looking around their left and right. 

They all looked panicked and then one of them fall to the ground and the pirates become even more 

panicked 

'Show yourself!' 

'Where are you!' 

'Come out!' 

'Don't hide like a coward!' 

'Argh!' 

the pirates shouted, most of them look like they are going crazy. 

THUD 

And then another one falls and not before long they all tried to run in all direction 

Some flies and some try to burrow to the ground and some run forward, the speed is like lightning 



The one flying to the sky is the earliest to fall back down. Even those who burrowed themselves to the 

ground also did not escape. The one running forward also falls down. 

all of them falls where they are. 

The one that wanted to burrow into the ground, most of them could not even burrow themselves to the 

ground before they fall to the ground. 

It is the same for those people who wanted to run. 

And once they fall to the ground they would not get back up again. Because if anyone come close and 

look at them one could see that there is large hole on the middle of their forehead. They all were sniped 

by someone 

Someone jumps down from a tree and landed on the ground with a smile. Those who were watching 

was shocked. 

Before this person jumped down, no one even notice that he was on that tree. 

But then when they saw this person, they all understood who could kill so many people while in hiding. 

The group of pirates was not always a small group. 

They were a thousand for them and they all have different kind of realm. Some are weak and some are 

strong but these thousand people die one by one before they could even get out from the southern 

area. 

Those who tries to fly was the first to die. 

This person has long hair and his eyes seems to shine brightly. He is slender and lean, tall and 

handsome. 

And he has a sniper gun on his hand 

The Eye of God Nick. 

Not far away from him, on the southern area, there is one person that is restraining monsters. 

This is the southern region shores and there are sea monsters that are attacking 

Each of these sea monsters are titanic in sizes. There are kraken-like monsters and even shrimp-like 

monsters. 

The moment they set foot on the shores, the entire southern area shakes because of its weight 

It was about to the enter island 

But Command notices it and send someone to restrain these beast 

this large titanic sea monster was forced out of the island and return to the shore. 

Even though this person did not manage to kill them, he menages to restrain them long enough that 

they finally were forced out back into the ocean 



This person wears a military uniform of the World Government before but now his body is covered with 

an iron armor. 

And there is a chain all over the southern shore. This chain extends far and wide and it is used to restrain 

these sea monsters 

As the sea monsters retreated, the chain dissipated like it was an illusion 

This person is Arno. His curly hair is now et and look like seaweed. And there are wounds all over his 

body. But there is a smile on his face. 

He plopped down to the ground but he laughed 

He pinched something on his ears and spoke 

'I managed to drive them off. I'll be signing off for a while' then he heaved a sigh of relief while looking 

at the calm sea in front of him 

The space distorted and from the distortion of space, a woman appeared 

This woman is dressed in white, a beauty with a pale white flawless skin. 

She smiles and laughs 

'You want help with that?' Arno smiles and nodded 

This beautiful young woman is the White Witch Giselle. 

Arno sat on the shore and Giselle sit beside him. 

War is still going on and battle could be heard all over the island continent, the figure of Death Monarch 

and Kaiju in the distance could still be seen from the shore fighting and creating waves and blast of 

power that reached this island. 

But, now sitting beside each other, it looks like they are taking a break, looking at the violent waves of 

the sea and dark clouds like it is a sunny day enjoying the beautiful sea 

Giselle touched Arno and his injury quickly healed by itself. They look at each other and smiles. There is 

always a rumor that these two people are dating each other 

Those who tuned into his battle could now see that the rumors might not be just a rumor. 

They smile and then Giselle kissed him and they laughed. 

People were shocked to see this. 

 

But some smiles 

'Young love' some old man who were watching this in some tavern said 

Some laughed 

And some grimace feeling that these two people does not take this war seriously 



But they forget something 

That even in war, love could bloom 

While Arno and Giselle seem to be lovey dovey on the southern shore, there is a pool of thunder near 

the eastern shore. 

It is Oreki the Thunder Monarch holding backs Disk Formation levelers that belong to the Crime Alliance 

and the Pirates. 

Even though most pirate lords were captured, the first mate of these pirate lords are also very powerful 

and most of them had reached Disk Formation realm 

And it is these people that is fighting Oreki. 

And so, the most destructive area of battle was in the eastern area. 

If you are not Disk Formation leveler it's better not to enter the eastern side as they fight against each 

other and render the heaven and earth apart 

Booming sound could be heard echoing all over the eastern area of the island. 

His soldiers did not fight with him because even his soldiers could not bear such attack. 

A vortex of thunder bombarded the eastern side of the island continent and the heat dispel the cold of 

the sea winds 

Thunder storms and lightning bathed the enemies and people who are weak turns into ashes that is 

blown by the wind. 

Oreki uses thunder as a weapon, appearing like a thunder god 

Space rifts opens, space distorted and all manners of destruction wrecks the eastern side of the island. 

There is no forest and no living creature that survives this indiscriminate bombardment of the power of 

heaven 

The only one that could survive in such battle are Disk Formation levelers and they all use variety of 

their methods to fight Oreki. 

The power of the element of the world was pushed to the peak 

Fire, wind, water, iron, sands, all of it was used indiscriminately. 

It is even more exciting than the battle between Death Monarch and Kaiju because of how many attacks 

they use against each other and the variety of attack they used made the battle very much exciting for 

the viewers 

Oreki simply dodges and uses the thunder bolt in his hand like a spear. He would fly in the sky stab and 

bring about the destruction of the world with him 

By the end of it, Oreki had his entire body full of wound. There are holes in his shoulders, a part of his 

left rib was taken out, and there is a hole on the middle of his chest 



But he wins. 

Chapter 1503 Mourning A Friend 

He was besieged by ten Disk Formation levelers. 

Even though Oreki was in the peak realm of Disk Formation, he is still, after all a Disk Formation leveler's 

They were the same rank 

It is not like a Divine Comprehension leveler fighting a Disk Formation leveler. Unless they were heavily 

restricted like Hikigaya who is maintaining the formation that keep this island united, any Divine 

Comprehension levelers could wipe out the floor with dozens of normal Disk Formation levelers. 

Oreki had to use his all to fight these people. 

It is amazing that he even survived such battle. He had used many of his artifacts, most of which had 

been destroyed. He even had popped out all kinds of pills and uses all kinds of poisons to finally clinch 

that final victory. 

Their fight devastated the entire eastern region that it almost takes out the entire central eastern region 

with them. There are no trees, no grass only scorched earth. 

The dead bodies are on the ground. They do not have wounds but their orifice is emitting smokes. They 

were burned from inside out. 

And Oreki slowly descended down on the ground. 

'I might not be a powerful as Death Monarch, but I am still enough to kill all of you' he mocked the 

enemy as he opens his hand and three pills floated above his palm. He throws the three pills into his 

mouth and with each chewing motion, one could see that his injury is healing at an unprecedented rate 

and a vortex of energy surround him like he is being cocooned. 

Just like Arno, he pinched something that is on his ears and reported to someone that his job is done 

And not long after, his Raijin army arrives and quickly protect him as he healed himself. 

Another part of the island pacified. 

The world now sees all the people that they see in the lineup before fighting in these battle. The 

emperor of Wei from the Lotus order is also fighting and he manage to survive. 

But his army was completely decimated. If it's not for Lee Sangmin that suddenly appears he would 

already be dead under the besiegement of the pirates 

And there is also that man with the nondescript mask. That mask however had been broken and one 

could see the face behind the mask 

A boyish face, a Frenchman 

His patched grey robe has been torn apart in many places. His staff was broken and the space around 

that staff condense and broke and it repeated almost endlessly. 
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He is heaving his chest up and down, golden blood flows from his wound unceasingly 

People who see his face remembers that face. Especially Europeans. 

Null, one of the Three Holy Guardians of France.  But while he might eb a hero of France, he is a devil to 

many European nations. 

Fighting alongside him is the Black Death Maximoff. They are both members of the Republic. It is not 

strange then why they would ally with each other and fighting side by side 

But the enemy that they faced must be very powerful to force these two people to this extent. 

Weirdly enough, everyone who was watching the battle do not know the identity of the person 

attacking both Null and Maximoff. 

Null power seems to be neutralized. 

Whenever he makes a move, this person would anticipate it and attack him before he could make any 

moves. 

As for Maximoff, when this person makes a grabbing motion, Maximoff appears in front of him like he 

was pulled from the space time vortex. 

Maximoff nearly died in one attack. 

Their attack is not explosive nor does it affect large part of the area. But it was concentrated in one 

point. 

The shockwave blast only affects small parts of the area but the destructive power lingered. 

This is the difference. 

When someone uses explosive power and its spread far and wide, the destructive aura would not linger 

because it spreads. 

Thus, such places would easily eb healed by the world. The life force of the world would quickly 

replenish the area, healing it 

But when a battle is concentrated into one place, where the destructive power did not spread, it instead 

would leave a trace of that destructive power to linger. 

Making the place harder to be replenished after the battle. 

Maximoff who is known for his ingenious way of using his bullet, seems to be restrained completely in 

front of this person. 

But no one sems to know his name. 

Some people even raise up the possibility that it might be Void. 

But that possibility is quickly shot down when this person uses mystical abilities. 

Everyone knows that while Void had the power to void any kinds of mystical abilities, he himself does 

not possess any magical or mystical abilities. 



No one thought that the Crime Alliance and the pirate hide so deeply that they have this kind of person 

that could fight with two of the famous members of the world powers and even winning against them 

The battle in this part of the island continues and everyone thought that with Null and Maximoff fighting 

side by side, that the world power forces would win., 

But then a shockwave exploded, a sword light erupted and Null clutch his neck. 

'Uhuk,uhuk' he coughed and coming out of his mouth is blood and his energy is draining in a fast rate 

From the empty space of his fingers, blood flows out and he fell down to his knees. 

His blood was gold before it turns red, his entire cultivation base seems to degrade in just a matter of 

second. 

Null fall down face first and he seems to gurgle before his body stopped twitching. His life force was 

depleted in just a few second 

He turns his body and his face now faced the sky. He seems to want to say something but the blood that 

is coming out from his throat is preventing him from making any coherent words 

The whole world went silent like they could not believe what they just saw 

Null died. 

This shocked everyone. And the people of France had mixed feeling when they saw Null died in this 

battle. 

He was someone who is very cruel and evil…. yet it was also true that he won France great power so 

that they could negotiate with other European powers without being belittled or pushed down. 

But to many people who were subject to his cruelty and his evil, they seem to cheer upon his death 

Far away from the island, Jean suddenly looks toward the island direction. 

All of his Time avatar scattered all over the vast world all looked toward the direction of the island. 

Even though ten thousands of miles separated Jean and Null, his eyes seem to be able to see through all 

the obstacle so that his gaze landed on Null body. 

The distortion and the turbulent space and time makes the image blurry in his eyes but Jean could still 

see the moment of Null death. 

He wanted to save him but he was preoccupied and his mind is not as sharp. 

It requires a high level of concentration to maintain all of these time avatars and also fighting at the 

same time. 

He gritted his teeth but then he sighed 

'Maybe, this is for the best' Jean said. 



'Life is torture for you and so maybe death as a warrior, the way you wanted it….is a better death for 

you' Jean could hear and could see people cheering his death and only a few who were sad for his 

passing. 

Jean could not help but close his eyes for that one moment and a tear was about fall down but he 

restrained himself from crying. 

'Eve if the whole world condemns you…. I at least should stand by your side. Even villains have friends' 

he muttered to himself. 

Maybe later in the future, history would call him all kinds of name just because he refuses to condemn 

Null. 

But what does he care about what history said about him? 

After all, those people are talkers. 

And he and Null and those generals are the one who make history 

Weak people complaining about strong people action is as ridiculous as a sheep trying to dictate how a 

lion make his move 

Mock him! Condemn him! Insult him! 

Would those thing have any effect on him? 

He snorted and Jean focused back on his work. 

At least the one thing he could do for his friend is to save the world 

And maybe, that at least would redeem his friend 

He saved the world countless of times and even now he is saving hundreds of thousands of people from 

the attack of the dark forces of the world. 

Even now, as he is floating above the ten seas, tens of his main avatars floating above the ten seas, a 

hundred thousand more of his time avatar scattered all over the world all saving people...he wants to 

ask the world and want to ask the heavens, with this many people he had saved…. could it not redeem 

his friends? 

If killing one person is equal to killing all life…. then what about saving a hundred thousands of lives? 

What about saving a million? 

Jean was mournful and so the weather of the ten seas changed affected by his mood. It is fortunate that 

the world has expanded and the heavenly will had become stronger. 

If it was before, the moment that Jean felt sad and the moment his emotion affects the worldly laws, 

rain would fall down and it would fall down as long as he mourns his death 

It would not be strange for the rain to bring about flooding and the changing of weather affect the world 

in a negative way 



But now, only dark clouds and a few rains fall down over the ten seas. 

Who could know that Jean the Time Manipulator is mourning the death of his friend.? 

Who knows the sorrow in his heart? 

Chapter 1505 Troublesome Snow 

They truly are convinced now 

Even before Katarina make her attacking move, Katarina has already left a deep impression on the 

hearts of the people watching this live broadcast of the war.  

The moment she appeared on the stage of battle; snows falls from the sky.  

When she walks, her movement is full of mysteries that those who sees it find it to be in discordant with 

the surrounding, akin to some kind of illusion enchantment making them coughed up blood.  

Her eyes is cold.  

And then she stopped walking.  

The wind blows the snow.  

And she standing there, was so natural that one would feel like she is one of the snowflakes that is 

falling down from the sky.  

She did not move. But a chilling aura exuded out from all over her entire being, bringing a strong sense 

of oppression.  

Maximoff who was there find it hard to breathe 

Cold, ruthless and full of loneliness, this is the kind of image that she had created for herself in this just 

few second of people seeing her on the screen 

Like snow on a high peak of a secluded mountain.  

This is the feeling that Katarina seems to give to Maximoff and to all the people watching this battle 

People did not know this but Katarina is very proficient in the use of sword. She honed it even more 

when she is in the Seresian world.  

Azief himself was someone that mastered many kinds of swordsmanship.  

The months that they spend together, Azief also taught her some stuff. And for someone like Katarina, 

once she understood the core of the teaching, she could improve it according to her understanding 

And so, there is only one person in the world that has seen her improved swordsmanship and that 

would Death Monarch  

Today, the whole world will see it.  

And they will find out that her sword is ruthless. It is cold.  
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And those who experience it could not describe it because those who were cut by her sword will be 

dead 

There is a kind of loneliness, a dark kind of loneliness that only she could exude. Azief melded with his 

negative emotions.  

He embraces it and use it.  

His anger, his fear, his guilt 

But Katarina was different.  

Her past is dark.  

And the light is scarce.  

But she could still smile because what she embrace is the light. She believes the light will guide her and 

she rejects the darkness 

However, rejecting the darkness is also a rejection of herself.  

That doesn't mean that the darkness is not there. It is there. It is hidden. And she never let it out. 

Because she knows what she lost and she also knows what she gains.  

In this world after the Fall, no one could say that they are pure saints. They all have dark things and dark 

past.  

Katarina look like an innocent angel but she was the one that massacre the dark forces that hides in the 

dark alleys of Europe.  

Blood flows through the street and mountain of skull is left behind her.  

But not many people remember that. 

There is darkness in her heart 

And that darkness is a certain kind of loneliness only certain people could understand. Azief meddled 

with it. And Katarina forces it out 

And right now, she is forcing it out. This kind of loneliness is hard to describe, there is little words to 

explain it because it comes from the depths of the soul.  

The snow around her swirls and spirals and Maximoff take few steps back, slowly backing up. 

Nobody notices him slowly retreating back for the eyes of the world look only at Katarina and Susanoo.  

Only these two were left in an expanse of white snow  

At this moment, only they are qualified to stand here. 

'I heard that you use a sword' 

'Kusanagi no Tsurugi' 

She spoke and her voice is cold.  



Susanoo smiles 

'Ame-no-Murakumo-no-Tsurugi'  

'Cloud gathering and not grass cutter?' And Katarina chuckles.  

There is silence for a second before Katarina ask 

'Hirate has the sword' 

'A replica' Susanoo replies 

'And yours?' 

'A replica' he replied 

The cold wind blows and Katarina close her yes. Opening it, she asks 

'Then what is the difference?' 

'I could summon the real thing' 

'Could you summon it now?' 

'Only an essence' 

Katarina chuckles. Only they understand 

'Then use it' she ordered 

'What if you die in one slash?' he asks 

She chuckles and her chuckles are like a fairy laughing at the world, full of joy and carefree 

Like what Susanoo said was a joke. 

'Your sword could not cut me' 

This is her reply. But not one laughed. Because no one thought that it was a joke.  

Susanoo did not say anything to her  

'We will see' he said and then he exploded with power 

BOOOM! 

The snow around him melted and the snow that is falling from the sky was repelled and disintegrates 

into liquid form 

Before the liquid form could reach the ground and wet the ground, it turns into gas almost immediately 

and merge with the wind, merge with the world 

But that power, that blast of energy stopped in front of Katarina.  

For a moment, it almost seems like Susanoo separated the world.  



One with snow and one that isn't  

like Amaterasu, his power surged to the skies and another vision erupted just like the one in Amaterasu.  

It tells the story of Susanoo, god of the sea, storms, fields, the harvest, marriage, and love 

And an image of himself appears in the sky, revealing a story that everyone in Japan knows. 

  An impetuous gods associated with the sea and storm.   

The story of him and Amaterasu, of how he made Amaterasu hide in the cave, the story of how he killed 

a serpent and all of them mixed and the vision is blurry in one part and clear on the other, borrowing 

the power of faith 

The story itself shows only glimpses. But for those who knows the story, glimpses is enough. It is like 

watching a trailer of some action movie 

Katarina could cut him down right now. But she waited, her eyes as cold as ever even when there is a 

smile on her face 

She waited for Susanoo to complete his power up 

And the power of the world gathered around him and his energy rises hundred folds. At least that is how 

it is seen by the people of the world 

eαglesnᴏνel The entire land around them quakes and the sky above them cracked just by Susanoo 

energy that pressured the space around him 

And a sword was form from this mass of energy. It forms and it flew toward Susanoo hands. 

And his hand grips the sword tightly.  

The clouds above the sky gathers around the sword.  

And the element of thunder and lightning, of fire and water, of grass and sand, follows the movement of 

this sword. Where he pointed, these elements follow, like a general giving order to its subordinate.  

And he holds the sword. 

The story that was projected ended.  

The power up completed 

The area around him was clear of snow.  

And Susanoo hair is now wildly dancing in the air, thunder and lightning accompanied him. But in that 

untainted land of emptiness, snow falls again.  

And in just a few second, the snow he had banished, the cold wind that he had pushed away, both of 

these come again 

The snow falls even from the dark clouds that gathered above his head. The thunder and lightning could 

not stop the snow nor could it stop the cold winds of winter from blowing  



And Susanoo frowned. But he could not cut every snowflake. And he could push the wind away. 

Because Katarina is in front of him. And his sword should cut the Ice Queen and not the snow, and not 

the wind.  

And so, the area is once again filled with white snow.  

'This kind of snow...is troublesome' he mutters under his breath.  

Katarina could feel that Susanoo was about to attack her so she holds her sword. Her sword is the 

famous red sword, the Red Queen 

Everyone knows this sword. It is as famous as its wielder. A red sword. When viewed in different angel, 

it sometime looks red crimson like flames. 

Look at it from another angle and it looks like the reddish colour of blood.  

Her small pale hand grasped her sword. The sword is still in the sheathe.  

'Fight?' 

She asks, a smile on her face, the tone was casual. Susanoo face is fierce and he simply said 

'Battle!' 

The meaning of the words conveys the same desire. But both have different tone and different tension 

There are many people now choosing to watch the battle between Katarina and Susanoo. On one side is 

one of the most famous women in the world. And the other side is a mysterious figure that lurks in the 

darkness of Yomi 

The battle between Death Monarch and Kaiju might be the focus of the world but they are the focus of 

the world because the outcome of the battle decides the outcome of the world.  

Those people that watched Kaiju and Death Monarch duking it out with each other, most of them could 

not even understand the true profoundness of every strike and every kicks.  

They see only the superficial. Seeing the sky cracked, the ground erupts, the heaven and earth went 

crazy, they see the physical effect.  

They could not understand the hidden battle with each strike, the battle of wills and laws that happens 

in each micro clashes 

But Katarina and Susanoo are more of their level.  

They see the battle and they could understand it. And by understanding a battle, one might learn 

something.  

The curtain to another world-shattering battle is about to open up. 

Chapter 1506 [Bonus ] Sword Light Covers The World 

The wind slowly blows and these two people still did not make their move. They seem to be looking at 

each other 
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It almost seems like they did not do anything.  

To the world, they almost seem like they holding their sword, but not doing anything with it. 

But then some people noticed. When the wind blows, the snows on the ground rises to the air.  

However, if you look at the spiralling snows that is in between these two people spaces, it seems that as 

it rises, it disintegrates. 

Like its particles were dissipated by an invisible force.  

There are some people that have realized this before.  

And when they realize it, they went silent and focus on the screen.  

Because what they see was that, the sword intent and sword attack that these two people are clashing 

with each other 

But it is so subtle, so invisible that one could only see the effect if one focused completely.  

Those rookies that just realises it also began understanding why the veterans look at the battle and did 

not say anything 

Instead, the veteran simply looks at the screen like they would lose their life if they avert their gaze. 

their eyes were fiery  

You must focus completely to gain something from this battle.  

You don't have time to talk when there is a golden opportunity to strengthen yourself right in front of 

your eyes 

They could learn more from Katarina battle than they could learn from Death Monarch.  

Death Monarch and Kaiju is on a different realm of their own. To understand it, they at least need to 

stand on the same realm.  

Of course, people with good comprehension could still deduce something from watching Kaiju and 

Death Monarch fighting 

But that is not a common occurrence. Not many people have that kind of comprehension. And so, to 

these kinds of people, Katarina battle teaches them more.  

By now, they have been standing above the snow filled land for one minute.  

They did not move much.  

From the beginning they hold their sword; they have moved approximately three or four inches away 

from their original position.  

Each time they move, people thought that the attack would begin.  

But they did not. 



However, those who could see the true meaning in every strike knows that Katarina and Susanoo are 

already fighting  

There is an invisible fight going on, a sword strike that could not be seen by the eye, but could be 

inferred from the wind movement between these two. 

They seem to be fighting in their mind. Some of their sword intent leaked and the leakage of this sword 

intent clash with each other in the empty space between them 

eαglesnᴏνel But at the same time, both Katarina and Susanoo are now fighting in their mind, thinking 

what moves the other world make, how to avoid it, how to deflect it, how to counter attack it  

and each time, they move, it means the found a gap in their own defence or the other combat defence 

and the other also moved because they adjusted.  

They did not yet strike against each other but in their mind, they are now in constant battle, with 

hundreds of sword strike traded. 

When they found the solution, they would draw their swords and the battle would end in one strike. 

This is the battle between masters.  

They already calculated all the probabilities and then they strike and the moment they strike the battle 

would end. 

This is why people said the battle between masters are boring. Because they end with one strike and it is 

too short. 

Unless you are like kaiju and Death Monarch where even after you calculate each other, the answer was 

to duke it out most masters would not meet such enemy 

And they are now in ecstasy. They seem to be drunk in trying to decipher the sword moves, the 

profundity of each strike. 

The people that are watching also is slowly understanding the reason why both of them moves a few 

inches away from each other. They close the gap that could be sued as an opening to an attack 

However, those who are low levelled could not see the reason why these two people did not just 

sheathe their sword and clash with each other 

Swoosh! 

In the end, however, the sword must be pulled out and a winner must be decided 

Katarina close her eyes and at the same time Susanoo also close his eyes. the wind around them 

stopped and suddenly the space between them cracks.  

And they both open their eyes at the same time 

Shing! 

The two swords were unsheathed almost at the same time. 



The scabbard remained where it was, and in an instant, the swords of the two had collided, sparks 

bursting out. 

BOOOM! 

The sparks from their sword created a spiralling flame that soars to the sky, a mote of light that spread 

out over the sky like some flaming carpet that act like a ceiling 

Space tears up between them 

BOOOM! 

An explosive force exploded form their clash, the shockwave repels all the snows and the snowflakes all 

rises up toward the sky. 

But the sky keeps raining down even more snow and more and more snows falls down like a heavy rain 

had descended only it is not water that fell down but snow 

Katarina aura is white and Susanoo aura is blue and they seem to form a contrast as these aura swirls 

around their sword. 

Susanoo frowned. 

'What a heavy strike' he muttered to himself. Although it was only a brief confrontation, Katarina had 

already pressured him with her impressive strength 

When he said heavy, he did not mean the kind of heaviness that most people would think of 

It is the kind of weight that could flatten a mountain, the kind of weight that could shake the world. 

Only that kind of weight could make someone like Susanoo said the strike is heavy. Katarina did not say 

anything.  She was never a talkative person.  

The only time when she is talkative is when she is with her brother or when she is with Azief.  

However, this side of her is not seen by the rest of the world 

What the world sees is the coldness elegance of the Ice Queen. And right now, she is displaying that kind 

of elegance. 

And action has always been more important than words. And Katarina swing her sword again 

And the snow around her rises up, her white aura spread out and then she thrusted it out 

Susanoo also make his move and the sword was swung.  

Shinng! 

BOOOM! 

When Katarina was in the Seresian world, she learns many things. From the Orvanians and from Azief 

And she developed her own style of swordsmanship.  



And what she learns is the killing sword. Therefore, every strike of the sword she stabs out is an absolute 

move of killing. 

There is no such thing as defence in her method of swordsmanship. There is no mentality to retreat. 

Only o forever advance. To kill.  

She doesn't leave any way out for the opponent and she doesn't leave a way out for herself. 

Either her enemies die, or she die. If the enemy doesn't go all out, then the enemy would die. 

This kind of overbearingness, of determination, lend strength to her sword.  

And Susanoo could feel the breath of death each time Katarina swings her sword.  

Susanoo swings his sword and when he swings, it was like the wind, unpredictable but when it attacks it 

is like a crazy storm.  

Sometimes, the stance is opened, inviting attack in, and sometimes it is closed, forcing the enemy to 

retreat 

Such method of the sword would deter people. And force them to recalculate their moves. But not 

Katarina.  

Her method is always pushing through, advance forward, putting life on the line, an almost desperate 

crazy method of sword. 

But it is also one of the few methods that broke all of Susanoo normal method of supressing his enemies 

The sword on their hands collided again and again, and in an instant the two had exchanged dozens of 

moves, the surrounding area around them was now in a mess, changing the entire terrain.  

Hills were cut by a stray missed sword strike, a river was cut off by a sword strike, the sky were cut in the 

middle and the clouds shows a sword cut that split a congregation of clouds. 

All over there is effect of their sword strike, scarring the heaven and earth.  

Now, as they attack each other with this kind of speed, with this kind of strike that transcends 

swordsmanship and touches the rules of the world, there is only a few people in this world that could 

capture the movements of these two people with their eyes 

Katarina sword, a red sword that came from the heaven, a fairy of the world, one strike to change the 

world! 

Susanoo, tempestuous, and unpredictable, the sword strike is fierce and come in waves, each strike 

brings thunders and lightning to the world 

The wind split apart under their swords, their clothes is flapping idly and their sword clashing sound is 

like the sound of a bell ringing all over the island  

The sword pierced through the air and also the person also pierced through the air.  

Both of them right now is swirling with sword intent that their own body cut everything around them 



Sword light covers everything and a never-before-seen sword intent spread all over the entire island 

continent 

Everyone only have one thought in that moment. 

Sword Light covers the world, sword intent replaces the heavens! 

>>  

Chapter 1507 Spotless 

Katarina swung her sword, a starry like sword intent covers the entire area.  

The clouds opens the void, the stars above could be seen, stellar energy pour down below, it was like 

the Milky Way was created in one strike of the sword 

Susanoo waves his sword in a slanting motion, and the sword energy soared into the heavens, piercing 

through the clouds, piercing through the Void, the stellar energy that is coming down was cut 

Like a silent volcano that erupts silently, Susanoo burst with energy at the right moment, to break the 

moves of his opponent.  

Those who watched this battle could not help feel that even though these two people never called 

themselves swordsman, they are a swordsman and probably swordsman of the highest level 

Katarina sword method could not be described with words.   

And Susanoo sword method also could not be described with words.  

Because their method of the sword is not only technique or skill. It goes deeper than that. In their 

sword, there is will, there is desire and there is the rules of the world. 

It goes from mediocre, to masterful, to divine to transcendence.  

When they swung the sword, it is technique and skill, stabbing, chopping, cutting, slashing, normal 

methods and normal attack.  

When they go deeper, their intent melded with the sword, the sword then is an extension of their 

desires, their will.  

And the stronger the will, the stronger the sword. 

And then it added the rules of the world in their strike, so the heaven would open and the earth would 

crack.  

When these two indescribable methods of sword clashed with each other, it created an indescribable 

scene 

A ruthless sword. An intent to destroy and kill 

Right now, the Katarina that the world sees is not the elegant and generous image that she always had 

Instead, it is an image of a ruthless swordsman that has abandoned all her feeling 
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It is cold like the wind that blows with the snow 

As for Susanoo, storms surrounds him and the coldness invades him. His hand is cold, and his heart is 

even colder.  

Susanoo is powerful. If he is not powerful, he would not be able to kill Null and nearly killed Maximoff. 

However, he did not fight with Katarina. And Katarina, even though they are of the same realm, the 

combat power is different. 

Susanoo could not keep up. His sword….is cold and his hand is cold and his heart is even colder. 

Traces of snow falls onto his sword, undeterred by the storms around him and the snow like a dark spot 

freeze wherever it land on the sword.  

He swings and the spot disappears but more snows falls down.  

The thunder and lightnings strikes these falling snow but as many thunders and lightning that strikes, 

there is as many snow that keep falling down, turning the entire area of their battle a land filled with 

snow.  

But to the rest of the world, Susanoo seems to be equal to Katarina 

Outsiders can't feel the changes. But how could he not know. 

He lost a little.  

And now, he began to lose all the advantage. 

As they traded blows and strikes against each other, he knows that if he wanted to retreat, this is the 

moment. If he did not get out now, he might lose his life. 

But does he give up?  

Does he surrender? 

No! 

He also has his own pride.  

If he is facing Death Monarch, Jean or Hikigaya, he would have retreated if he could even scratch one of 

those three people 

But Katarina is on the same level as him.  

A Disk Formation leveller. If he runs away from a Divine Comprehension leveller that is only to be 

expected since their realm is different.  

But, if he runs from Katarina who is on the same level as him, he could not bear it. And his pride could 

not bear it.  

'Again!' he shouted.  



He moves his hand, his hand vibrates, the sword on his hand controls the clouds, controls the wind and 

the elements of the world and the snow spot all over his sword was dispelled and the coldness in his 

hand, the coldness in his heart is dispelled. 

eαglesnᴏνel Swoosh! 

Like lightning he began attacking, ninety-nine strikes was unleashed, the sword cut everything in 

between even the falling snows, even the smallest atom was cut into two. 

BOOM! 

Swoosh! 

Clang! 

Sparks and shockwave erupted, sword strike scars the heaven and earth. With one sword and one style, 

it might seem restrictive. 

But, his sword in his hand is changing freely. between attacking and defending, between bashing and 

cutting, between slashing and chopping 

In an instant, a thousand moves was exchanged with each other.  

The snow around them and the storm was dispelled and in the radius of five feet around them, there is a 

zone of void emptiness.  

The space around them was teared up completely and sword marks flies around them cutting 

everything. 

Before it cuts thing and split them into two.  

Now, wherever the stray sword strike landed, it disintegrates whatever it cuts.  

Susanoo moves are hard to see, complicated to use and even harder to replicate  

In contrast, Katarina response to the sword strike was much simple.  

Striking, stabbing, tapping, flicking, stirring, pressing, chopping, checking, clearing…all of this is basic 

methods of the sword. 

However, in her hands, these basic sword moves is extremely fast. Her sword in the beginning could be 

seen.  

But now, her sword is no longer visible. 

  And the speed which she swing her sword was even more difficult to see clearly.  

Even Disk Formation levellers that is watching the battle find it hard to see the trace of her sword 

The sword of Katarina is no longer a sword of mortal invention but of divine origin, transcending space 

and time.  

This is the feeling that everyone have when looking at Katarina swordsmanship. Some even questioned 

whether this is still under the scope of swordsmanship. 



All over the world, those who uses sword look at this battle and could not help but feel Katarina had 

reached some level of swordsmanship that is out of this world 

As soon as the sword is released, voids opens up, the sky opens its curtain, the stars and planets above 

could be seen, the sky is full of wind and thunder 

This fight makes people blood boils.  

The sword is so fast that only some people could see it and those who could see it could not even see it 

clearly. 

The speed has reached a level of speed that with each swing of the sword, sonic boom erupted one after 

the other that the sound seems to crack the space 

The accumulation of so many booming sounds fills the battlefield between these two.  

But the sound could not even travel as it was suck into the vacuum between these two.  

The battle is nearing the end. Everybody feel like this 

The speed of the two of them was incredibly fast and people couldn't see their movement and they 

could vaguely catch collision of their sword energy 

Swish! 

The sound of tearing could be heard and a splash of golden blood splashed onto the white snow.  

And the winner has been decided.  

Katarina is standing alone, the wind gently caress her hair, completely white and spotless 

But the red sword of hers had already been sheathed and hung around her waist again at some point 

On the other side, there is Susanoo. He looked at Katarina, ten feet away from him. Ten feet for him is a 

small distance. A distance that he could quickly traverse in a the time for him to blink 

But now, that ten feet is like the distance between heaven and earth, feeling it too boundless and 

untraversable.  

His sword was still in his hand and not sheathed.  

'What a sword!' he mutters.  

As he said this, he looked down at the sword in his hand again. At this moment his expression was very 

calm, neither unwilling nor angry. 

He looks at Katarina and then he close his eyes.  

Crack! 

The sound seems to be an announcement 

His sword suddenly cracked and turns into golden motes of light that dissipated almost immediately.  

'What a sword!' he once again exclaimed 



This time some people could see something is wrong with him. Because as he speaks, cold air seems to 

come out from his mouth 

And then he fell down directly. A bright sword mark appeared on his neck. 

And then his entire body began to froze in an unprecedented rate. It was like he was frozen from inside 

out.  

Maximoff appears near the battlefield now that the battle is over.  

There is still traces of the battle on him but he seems better than before 

The snow that falls from the heavens also stopped falling.  

Katarina only shakes her head and turned around and walk the opposite direction.  

The pace of her walking is still very slow, but the speed is still very fast, just like when she came, her 

footwork, is full of weird contradictions.  

Susanoo body is covered by the snow and the Crime Alliance lose another high-ranking member of their 

organization. 

The battle in this area ended with two deaths of powerful men.  

Null and Susanoo died.  

These two people who have great influence and power should not have fallen in this war. 

But they fall nonetheless.  

Who could have thought that the Weronian Occupation, the attack of the Demon Kings from the 

Seresian world did not kill these great figures but now as they fight against each other, focusing their 

powers against each other, great figures from both sides started to fall?  

The world is silenced and everyone could feel that with the death of Susanoo, the Crime Alliance forces 

would have their morale weakened 

Right now, Katarina had disappeared from this area but some people notice that she now appears on 

other battlefield.  

Just like when she came and fight Null, she is still walking. 

  And with each step she accumulates her momentum.  

>>  

Chapter 1508 Accumulating Momentum 

The fight with Susanoo is like an opening curtain of her attack. For that victory, she accumulates 

momentum. 

  Now, she appears in one place, swing one strike of her sword and then disappears to another front of 

the battle  
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Each time she swings her sword, people died. If it's an army, the army would be defeated. If it's a 

person, the person would be cut.  

With each victory, the momentum of her sword become more powerful and more lethal 

Her sword lights fills the world! That is the feeling of the people watching.  

People forgot that other people are also fighting. The League of Freedom is fighting. Narleod is fighting, 

his red mask crack in one half revealing a charred face behind the mask 

He was fighting someone and was about to deal the final blow. But before he had the chance, a sword 

light appears, his enemy body turns to dust 

The enemy did not even understand how he died. The sword swept him and his consciousness 

immediately dissipated. 

Narleod look at the sky and he frowned and the veins of his burned face twitch.  

'Katarina!' he shouted in anger. But Katarina had already disappeared to another battle site. Her sword 

becomes even more refined, even more powerful and even more lethal 

A sword that is invincible. Not many people understand what Katarina is doing right now. Even 

swordsman does not understand what she is doing 

But swordsmith, blacksmith, divine forgers, those whose jobs, whose magic vocation is the art of 

creating things immediately understood 

She is forging.  

And what is she forging? An invincible sword. How does she forge it? Using an invincible will that did not 

lose! 

Each victory, each win, each kill, is like a hammer beating a mould of iron. Warp who is also fighting 

someone who is suing space laws is about to crush his enemy 

The space is locked, the only thing that is missing, is that one last strike. He made a piercing motion with 

his hand. The target is in front of him, but even before his hand could reach that person heart, a sword 

light appears 

'Freeze!' he shouted the moment he saw this sword light; he mobilizes the power of space and time. 

The moment he did that, the sword light should be trapped by his rules of time and space. The space 

should constrain, the time should stop 

But then something shocking happened.  

The time and space around him sems to be frozen. It stalled. That is the best way to describe what he is 

feeling. 

He still feels the control he has over space and time around him. But the feeling was like someone had 

just frozen his body. 

That is the feeling he has when the laws that he controls tries to restrain that sword light 



And the moment that happen, the sword light could no longer be constrained 

All of this happens in the span of one second. The sword light also appears in that span of one second.  

It appears out of nowhere, like it was slashed out in a different place, at a different time and just at the 

right moment when Warp is about to deliver the final attack, the sword light appears 

Not a moment late. Not a moment faster. Just at the right time, at the right place, precise to the point. 

So, what could Warp do? He could only watch as that sword light passes through his enemy. This is 

another influential person in the Crime Alliance. 

The sword light passes and the person instantly died frozen from inside out. As the sword light passes, 

Warp hand finally pierce that person chest. 

Toi the rest of the world, it looks lie Warp had killed that person.  

Only he knows and only a certain people could see that in a brief one second period, a sword light 

appears and like a reaper of death stole this kill from him 

He looks at the sky and in the distance he could see a woman in the sky, white as the snow that falls 

with her presence.  

'Katarina sword…. could even froze my laws' he muttered to himself. He close his eyes and nodded and 

in his heart he knows he needs to train harder 

But, he still feels a little bit annoyed. After all, this kind of thing could be considered a kill steal.  

Like before, Katarina only appears in the area for a brief moment. She appears, a sword light is shot, 

then she disappears. 

All along, everyone in the island could feel that there is a strong sword intent that seems to be growing 

by the second. In many places of the island, the forces of the Crime Alliance and the Pirates are 

retreating. 

Most of them are low level people, people that most powerful people would not care about. In the past, 

Katarina would kill these people without hesitation. 

  But her sword, her sword will and herself did not want to stain her sword with the lives of weak people 

To forge a sword…..an invincible sword, the stronger the people that died under her sword the better 

and the stronger it would become 

The world also could see that Katarina is trying to feed her sword intent, trying to forge some kind of 

sword intent. 

But, there is still a question in everyone mind. She wanted to forge a sword intent. Using the 

momentum of victory, the feeling of invincibility to forge a sword.  

But why? 

And who is she targeting.  



For this kind of sword is not the kind of sword that you could forge and then turns it into a solid real 

object. This is a one-time use. 

Because it is the forging of wills. Maybe, in some worlds, one could sue emotions, wills to forge soldi 

objects.  

In this world there might be some people who could do exactly this kind of thing.  

But Katarina is not a divine forger nor is she some kind of elemental blacksmith or emotion smith. She 

did not learn or have such skill. 

Even if she does have such knowledge, she probably would not have the ability to materialize it into a 

real divine object. So, she probably would accumulate it, forge it and then quickly use it. 

Then the question is…..who is her target? Who is worthy to accept such sword? 

On another battlefield, there is someone, crimson hair and a dress bright red like blood. Around her 

there is a sea of circular fire. Her enemy is a woman. 

Green haired, pale face, snakes and dangerous creatures is around her shielding her. But there is arrows 

and this arrows if full of destruction.  

Each time it hits it target it would explode and hundreds of those creatures exploded with it.  

The Flame Archer Frieda. Some people called her Fire Arrow Frieda.  

But no one dares calls her like that right to her face 

In a way, when people speaks like that, they usually meant it as an insult. 

  People always compared her to the Divine Archer and some people denigrate her by calling her Fire 

Arrow Frieda.  

Like she could only shoot fire arrows. 

  She has many tricks but because of her affinity with flames, people simply thought the only kind of 

arrow she could shot is fire arrow. 

But she decided to embrace that and since then, her arrows become more powerful and more lethal. 

She even thinks the explosion that resulted from her attack looks like art 

'Explosion is art' she once said.  

One last shot is needed. A crazy kind of madness is in her eyes. And she pull her bow string and the 

temperature all over the area rises.  

The leaves and the grass around her all dissipated into ashes. Flames seems to rises up all around his 

ten-kilometre radius. 

 



All of the grass in that radius all burst into flames before turning to dust that is blown by the wind. It is 

the same for three trees and the leaves. The heat must be so hot that it did not even leave scorched 

trees but immediately turns to dust 

The space around her distorted because of the heat, the same way the roads would look like when you 

are travelling on a hot day 

BOOM! 

A surge of flame rises up to the sky, swallowing the clouds. Those who looks it from afar would feel like 

they saw a flame dragon rises up toward the sky and is attacking the heavens 

And then she let loose of her arrow. And the moment she did that all the flames in the island right now, 

all surge towards her arrow. 

Anyone who saw it must be shocked. In a fragment of a second, all the flames in the island continent, 

made naturally or not, all flew towards her arrow.  

The sight was mystical and terrifying 

When the flames travel though the space between the vast distance to her arrow, it turns translucent 

and did not burn anything else.  

For a moment all places in the island seem to be extinguished out of its flames 

Even the explosion and the effect of other people attack that create fire and flames and heat were all 

taken away by that arrow.  

The one with the green hair wanted to run. She kicks her feet to the ground but as she tries to fly she 

could feel heat wall all around her. Her entire space area was blocked 

She could not fly away and so she could only try to meet the attack head on. The arrow came. And it 

came suddenly and only in a second.  

Even before the arrow reaches her, she felt the flames melt her skin and burns her Disk and burns all the 

Seeds of Energy in her body.  

Argh!' her life force was burned by that fire.  

And the arrow did not even reach her yet.  

It is like a sword intent or a saber intent.  

Before the attack even arrived, the sharpness of the weapon is conveyed through the will embedded in 

the attack 

And that is what is happening to her.  

A flame that burns his immaterial concept even before the arrow even had the chance to touch her. 

Shing! 

A sound echo all over Heaven and Earth 



A sound of a sword! 

>>  

Chapter 1509 Forging A Sword 

A sound echo all over Heaven and Earth 

A sound of a sword! 

The sound rings in the ears of the green haired woman. And to her, it felt like the sound echoes all over 

Heaven and Earth. 

But what she doesn't know is that nobody else in the world could hear this sound.  

A sound of a sword.   

The sound is so subtle that most people would not hear it.  

It is only the one whose is about to strike down by this sword…. only they could hear it 

Like a sound that tells them of their death 

But in the state of agony, in a state of pure concentration that the green haired woman is experiencing, 

he heard the sound.  

Like a sound of the steps of a death god.  

Before, the last breath is taken, a sword light appears.  

It appears from inside the flames itself and just at that last moment, the sword light swipes the neck of 

this green haired woman.  

The sword split the head and the neck and before the head had the time to fall down, the arrows arrive 

and the entire body turns to ashes, burning everything about her into nonexistence 

The head that fly off also were turned to dust, to ashes, and blown by the harsh wind.  

To the world, it seems like it was Flame Archer Frieda that ended the life of that green haired woman.  

But Frieda frowned and then she looks at the sky and see nothing. But she gritted her teeth. There is no 

snow falling. 

there is no red sword.  

There is no white snow dress of that woman 

But she knows. 

That woman was there.  

She felt her sword. She might not hear it. She might not see it. But she knows it was there. And that 

alone fill her with a sense of frustration.  

And her divine sense rises up, wanting to find where Katarina is 
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Frieda has always been the kind of woman with impulsive behaviour.  

Like a crazy woman that is affected by her flames 

That is what people thought of her.  

She has fiery temperament and fierce temper just like her flames.  

When Narleod is in the same situation, he could only shout in disapproval 

When Warp is also in the same situation, he could only feel annoyed.  

But these two people knows how to measure themselves and they could still see the bigger picture.  

This war is not an individual war.  

This war is the war of the world power.  

And so even though they were annoyed even though they felt a little bit angry, they decide to lie down 

and did not do anything 

But Frieda is now searching Katarina.  

And why would she need to find her?  

Of course, to give her an arrow. And it is not giving her an arrow in a good way. In other words, she 

wanted to shoot her down. Or up. Or wherever she wanted her to go 

She is frustrated and frustrated she became angry. And for a woman so prone to temper, how could she 

restrain this anger in her heart? 

She wanted to shoot her and see whether her sword could cut her arrow or her arrow pierces her body 

  That is the only reason why she would try to find her. 

Her divine sense spreads all over.  

eαglesnᴏνel Even though the space and time of the island is very chaotic, she could still see and sense 

something with her Divine Sense 

And then she found her. The distance between her and that woman is not that far and that is why she 

manage to get her location 

But the moment she lock on her location, she coughed up blood and her eyes felt like it was slashed by a 

sword.  

Her eyes is bleeding and her Disk cracked.  

And all it takes was one glance at that sword.  

'Argh!' she yelled in pain and anger.  

The one who is watching this did not understand what had happened. Why after killing that green 

haired woman, Frieda suddenly coughed up blood, and bleeding from both of her eyes 



But there are people who understand. However, they do wonder what made Frieda coughed up blood.  

There is many questions. 

On another side, there is The Blue Queen Erin. She was looking at the sky, her expression is full of 

wrath.  

However, she did not attack. Instead, she could only look at the sky angrily. 

Because everywhere around here, there is ice.  

She had conjured up pulsar storms of water that created water tornado that surge to the sky.  

But just right at the moment she was about to end her enemy, all of the water that she had summoned, 

all turns to ice. 

A cold wind blows, the dark clouds that suddenly gathered rain down the elements of cold.  

Snowflakes falls, in a day when winter should have not come 

When a wind blows this cold, one could feel its unnaturalness. Yet this unnaturalness merge with the 

rules of the world and in just second, the cold felt natural to this world and it felt like this is how it has 

been of thousands of years 

That snow would gather and would fall on this island.  

What froze the water tornado that Erin had conjured up? Is it the element of cold that suddenly frozen 

everything below Heaven? 

No.  

They turned to ice when a snowflake falls onto them.  

Whether it is a thirty feet water tornado or a flow of water on the ground, once this single snowflake 

falls on them, they would be frozen. 

Hence there is a very mystical sight right now around her. The water tornado looks like a frozen flower 

when one viewed it from afar 

When viewed from a close distance, it looks like a deformed tree that is terrifying and beautiful all at the 

same time.  

And because of all her attack frozen, she could not attack her enemy 

At first she thought that it was the ally of her enemy. But then a sword light suddenly appears and 

decapitated her enemy and a name popped out in her mind almost instantly 

There is only person that she knew could use one snowflake to neutralize all of her attack. And that 

would be the Ice Queen.  

The White Queen  

Frieda was always compared to the Divine Archer.  



As for Erin, as someone who wield the elemental power of water to the extreme, she was always 

compared to another woman, a woman that also wield elemental power of her choice to the peak 

Erin is known as the Water Princess but she is also known as the Blue Queen owing to how she always 

dresses in blue.  

And Katarina is known by her famous moniker, the Ice Queen but on some parts of the world, she is also 

known as the White Queen 

Unlike Frieda, she is calmer when confronted with this situation of having her target stolen from her at 

the last moment.  

At least she is calmer compared to her colleagues  

She is after all among misfits and crazies and she herself has some those tendencies of craziness.  

She wanted to attack but she did not. She wanted to use her divine sense but she did not. 

Why?  

Because when she looks up the sky, she saw a sword. A white sword that emits coldness like she never 

had felt before 

It is not the kind of coldness that come from the wind. It is the kind of coldness your body would 

experience as it met face to face with death 

She saw a sword so big that it occupies half the sky above the island continent. 

And that sword is becoming bigger.  

Of course, not many people could see this sword the people that watched the broadcast could not see 

it.  

The one with low levels could not see it. But those who have high sensitivity to energy could feel it.  

Those who practice the sword could see it.  

And those who are of the same level could feel it and sense it and see it 

The sword intent is now accumulating to the point that everyone could feel it now and sense it and for 

someone like Erin who have deep sensitivity toward energy, when she look up, she swathe sword 

She did not see Katarina.  

But she did see the sword And she knows that if he tries to attack Katarina right now, with that sword 

intent gathering over her head., all she would get is backlash. 

'She is forging a sword' this conclusion immediately dawned on her 

All over the island, everyone could slowly feel there is a sharpness in the sky.  

A sharpness that threatens to cut everything, a coldness that is enveloping the world 

Before, it did not affect the heaven and earth.  



When Katarina fight her enemies, when they fight, she only affect the area of a few hundred kilometres 

around her 

But now as she is forging the sword, the heaven and earth is affected. All below heaven felt it.  

the further it is away from the island, the subtler the feeling. But the fact that the whole world could 

feel it speaks volume 

A sword will that fills the whole world and seems to merge with the Heavenly Way! 

Chapter 1510 A Huntress And A Madman 

The fight on the island has died down a bit. In many sectors of the island, most of the fight had ended 

In the beginning it seems that the pirates and the Crime Alliance have a slight advantage and there were 

a few times where the forces of the world powers was overwhelmed.  

One might not understand why the world powers could be overwhelmed when they have more people 

under them compared to the Crime Alliance and the Pirates. 

The reason is because the dark forces of the world could focus on the island and put most of their men 

there. 

But the seven world powers also have to station their men in their place of control. Even when they are 

fighting here right now, all over the world, there is battle being fought 

In the past, to fight in so many fronts at the same time, requires massive manpower. Because soldiers 

are people and people simply could not be replaced. 

But now the war on earth since the Fall, since the invasion of the Weronian had changed 

The mode of war has changed and so is the way a war is fought 

Manpower could be replaced with androids and cybernetics organism. Some uses beast and some uses 

monsters. 

There is even the use of golem-like creatures, having no consciousness, creating them from the element 

itself.  

Even though they lack the destructive power of a high realm leveller, it solves the problem of 

manpower. 

Instead, what they are burning is magical resources and energy of the world. Only some people could 

see that the energy of the world seem to be roiling and full of turbulence. 

All over the world there is fights and it is because of that it is very hard for the world power to focus all 

of their strength here. 

Unless they chose to sacrifice the people under their rule, they still have to station a few Disks 

Formation levellers on the borders and important dominion of their forces 

But…. even though the criminal underworld has an advantage in the beginning, that advantage is slowly 

being wiped out. 
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  Even though the soldiers and the people of the world powers is not as numerous as the people of the 

criminal underworld, they fought quantity with quality 

And everyone could see that one by one the forces of the world power is increasing that advantage.  

Queen Maya who fought someone and was about to be cut by her enemy, suddenly were saved by a 

sword light, fast and swift, lethal and terrifying.  

And she was saved and the sword intent in the sky become stronger.  

She looks at the sky and frowned and one person came into her mind. Snows fall and winter wind starts 

to blow 

On another side, the Huntress Delia was fighting an army of a hundred men. 

It might seem like a hundred men is not enough.  

But when one hundred men is all Seed Forming realm and all of them connect their power together, 

even someone like Delia could not fight it easily. 

Her huntress attire has holes on it. Her small cape was blown apart, motes of energy could be seen 

leaving her body 

From her attire to her cape, everything about it is magical in nature. Her bows has already been 

exhausted and now she uses only energy arrows. 

Her bows had many scratches, a proof of a hard-fought battle. The hundred men also have wounds all 

over. But they are still standing.  

She also has her own unit.  

But they were all slaughtered by these one hundred men.  

One could only imagine the kind of power these one hundred men possess to back Delia to such a 

desperate state.  

Delia wanted to run but the entire space around her were all locked by spatial formation. She is not like 

Warp that could simply breaks the restriction of space-time any way he wanted.  

When she is locked, she is locked.  

So, she could only try to fight and ask for help from nearby forces. Just right before she throws herself 

into a desperate fight, a sword light appears.  

BOOM! 

  A sound of explosion. And the space all around her breaks. The space that locks her from flying away or 

teleporting had suddenly been broken. 

No, the best way to describe it was like it was cut and sliced.   

This sword light was so fast that even before anyone knows what happened, three people among the 

one hundred men already had their life force snuffed out 



For a moment, they did not even know what had killed them.  

They see only a glimpse of a light that seems to pass their comrade before their comrade falls down to 

the ground.  

Even Delia could not see what had happened.  

But what she knows is that she has an opportunity. The moment that three of the men fall down, the 

perfect formation that have killed her men and beating her to this point is no longer perfect 

She throws her flying daggers and two of her flying daggers struck straight at two of the men.  

The speed of the flying dagger is hard to see and the mystical nature of her flying sword is even harder 

to explain.  

Another two men falls down. She extended her hand straight and two short daggers falls from her 

sleeve and landed on her palm. 

She kick the ground, ready to charge these people but as she was only a few feet away on reaching 

these men, a powerful sword intent suddenly seems to appears out of nowhere. 

Sword light fills her vision and the sharpness is so sharp that she had to close her eyes.  

And when she opens back her eyes she could see one hundred men on the ground 

They all seems to fall asleep as there seems to be no wound that could show them that they were 

attacked by a powerful strike.  

But there is no life force on these people.  

From beginning to end, Delia does not know who help her and who attacked. She looked at the corpse 

and then she finally saw it.  

She focused her eyes and her pupils like a magnifying device and her eyes magnify the wounds on the 

bodies of these people 

And it was only then that she could see what killed these people 

A small wound that is so hard to see with the naked eye. 

She crouched down and touch the body and she could feel the sword intent lingering inside the body of 

the corpse.  

And just a second later, she suddenly felt a sword intent washes over the entire island.  

And she looked up at the sky. And saw a gigantic sword intent that gathered together to form a sword.  

'Katarina!' she muttered in shock.  

Many people are being helped by Katarina.  

As more and more the sword in the sky getting stronger, the faster her sword became and more sword 

light fills the island continent 



  And by now, all over the island, the enemies of the world power is now being eradicated by Katarina 

sword attack 

The Mad Scientist Akira was fighting a bunch of Seed Forming battalion when a sword decimated his 

enemies 

He did not even have the chance to use his many weapons. He is not happy at all that Katarina had 

helped him 

After all, what is a better way than war to make sure that his weapons is battle tested? 

His weapons shot off from the surface of the moon to the island and decimated a few dozen powerful 

men of the Crime Alliance and the pirates. 

And he was just about to show a new weapon.  

To him, with the global broadcast, he could even promote his weapons to other people 

Akira unlike the others did not hate the Crime Alliance or the pirates. After all, they are two of his most 

profitable partners 

They are the ones that usually buy his weapons. It is a pity that the world power had to listen to Death 

Monarch 

To him, the Seven World powers is like a shield for Death Monarch to use. In the beginning, this was not 

the case. 

But as Pandemonium, The Republic and the World Government began to become great friends with 

each other, with their interest tangled, the seven great powers become the way for these three great 

powers to stabilize the world 

Akira could see that if one day, one of these three great powers were ever to have a conflict with each 

other, there would be a world war  

And if that day comes, the kind of world war that would be fought would make all the world war that 

earth has seen before pale in comparison.  

But Akira finds a silver lining in it  

He might not like that Death Monarch decided to order the other six great power to join him in his 

battle but Akira has always been an optimist 

He might be a little bit crazy, a little bit mad but he is quite the optimist.  

One of the person he used to kill before reminded him to always see the silver lining. Well, he did kill 

that person because that person made a very bad decision that cost him a lot of resources being stolen 

by the Trickster but…. the advice was pretty good  

He chose to see this war as way to promote his weapons and what better way to promote his weapon 

than to use it so that the whole world could see it? 

>>  



 


